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Questions

• Features of intellection of persons with disorders pronunciation of speech;
• Features of intellection of people with systemic speech disorders;
• Features of intellection of people with stuttering
Features of intellection of persons with disorders pronunciation of speech

- Rinolalia
- Generalization on weakness
- Difficulty of establishing cause and effect communication
- Inertness of mental operations
- Difficulties of establishing the sequence of storyline series
- Difficulties of establishing cause and effect communication between pictures
Features of intellect of people with systemic speech disorders

- Difficulties of highlighting significant features
- General concepts are unstable
- Categorical paraphases are observed
- Difficulties of performing complex classification based on abstraction
- Disorders of constructive praxis
- Difficulty of establishing cause and effect communication
Features of intellection of people with stuttering

- **Neurosis-like form**
  - Slowness
  - Weak ability to correct errors independently

- **Neurotic form**
  - Lack of active searches for a solution to the problem
  - Inertness
  - Slowness
  - Selectivity